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Abstract BioSimWare is a simulation environment based on P systems, that provides a user-friendly framework for the modeling of biological systems ranging
from cellular processes to population phenomena. Several stochastic algorithms
can be chosen for the simulation of the dynamics of single or multi-volume models, and automatic tools can be run to analyze the effect of variation of the system’s parameters. BioSimWare supports SBML format, and can automatically
convert stochastic models into the corresponding deterministic formulation. The
main features of BioSimWare are hereby presented, together with some examples
of application which highlight the most relevant aspects of modeling, simulation
and analysis issues that it provides.

1

Introduction

Over the last decades, multidisciplinary approaches aimed at the analysis of cellular
systems have generated more and more interests of both experimental and theoretical
researchers, for their promising capability of gaining an unprecedented understanding
of the emergent dynamics of these complex systems [37,69,76]. In this context, the
modeling and simulation of the spatio-temporal network of molecular interactions, represent one of the starting points to elucidate the pivotal mechanisms that assure the
functionality of any cellular process.
Indeed, by exploiting mathematical modeling tools and computer simulation techniques, which integrate experimental data and allow to make predictions on the system
behavior, we can gain insights into the working principles and the organization of various biological systems. For instance, many experiments that are unfeasible in laboratory can be conducted by means of computational tools. Therefore, software simulators,
which can be used to understand how the modeled system behaves in normal conditions
and how it reacts to (simulated) alterations of some of its components, surely present
many advantages over conventional experimental biology in terms of cost, ease to use
and speed.

In the last few years a wide variety of models of cellular processes have been proposed, based on different formalisms. For example, deterministic models of chemical
kinetics – based on the law of mass action – attempt to represent cellular processes
by means of sets of ordinary differential equations (ODEs). At a different level of abstraction, many formalisms originally developed by computer scientists to model systems of interacting components, have been applied in the field of Computational Biology (e.g. Petri Nets [17] or π-calculus [62]). Besides this, several experimental investigations have recently evidenced the presence of biological noise at the single-cell
level [8,23,45], which is due to the inherently random interactions between cellular
molecules and takes place especially for those species occurring in low amounts inside the cell. The classical modeling approach based on ODEs is not actually able to
capture the effects of these stochastic processes, which can lead the cell behavior to
complex dynamics. In this context, the most remarkable counterexample is the phenomenon of bistability (that is, the possibility of switching between two different stable
steady states), that can be effectively investigated only by means of stochastic modeling
approaches. Indeed, many algorithms that perform stochastic simulations of biological
systems have proved their intrinsic suitability for reproducing the dynamics of many
cellular processes (see, e.g., [14,46,70] and references therein).
Recently, also the framework of P systems has been exploited for the modeling of
biological systems, and for the investigation of their dynamical properties by means
of properly defined simulators, based either on the stochastic or the deterministic approach. We mention here some of the software tools that have been built using the P systems formal structure, and refer to [55] and [53] for an updated bibliography, including
several applications of P systems for the description of natural systems. For instance, the
MetaPlab virtual laboratory (see [49] for references and examples) exploits a modular
approach, where the core module, that reconstructs the system dynamics from a population perspective using the metabolic algorithm, interacts with other modules to analyze,
simulate and fit the mathematical model and the experimental data. The Multicompartmental Gillespie framework (MCG) (see [52] for references and examples) implements
a multivolume stochastic algorithm in which the evaluation of probability, used to apply
each rule, involves objects and strings potentially belonging to distinct compartments
(in contrast with the hypothesis of the original Gillespie’s stochastic simulation algorithm). With this framework, it is also possible to export the P systems model to PRISM
[60] to perform model checking. The workbench called Infobiotic (see [34] for references and examples) integrates MCG with evolutionary algorithms, to optimize the parameters and the structure of the model. We also recall the Cyto-Sim software [19,68],
a stochastic simulator of biochemical processes that allows the communication among
compartments by means of peripheral or integral membrane proteins.
Some of the most attractive features of P systems, which make them a suitable
framework for the modeling of biological systems, can be devised in their peculiar
characteristics: the definition of a compartmentalized space, by means of a distributed
membrane structure, which allows to delimit distinct “reaction volumes”, where different reactions can take place and operate onto local molecular species; the easy understandable formalism in the writing of reactions, which provides a good flexibility in
the expression and a good comprehension of the model also to non specialist; the pos-

sibility to communicate chemicals among distinct volumes, which grants the flow of
information from a local level to the global level of the system, and allows to mimic the
movement of chemicals within cellular spaces; the parallelism at the level of regions,
which gives the strong capability to keep track of the global functioning of the system,
and so on.
On the other side, some aspects of P systems – albeit being powerful features from
a computational perspective – are not always adequate or enough for a proper description of many biological systems. For instance, the maximal parallelism at the level of
rule application or of objects consumption is not lifelike, the nondeterministic selection
of rules cannot fully capture the randomness that is intrinsic in many biological systems, the topology of the membrane structure cannot describe some important issues
of space (such as the physical dimensions of volumes or chemicals, or the presence of
concentration gradients of chemicals), and so on.
In this paper, we describe a simulation environment based on P systems, called
BioSimWare, which allows to model, simulate and analyze a broad variety of biological
systems, ranging from cellular processes to population phenomena. BioSimWare implements several stochastic simulation algorithms for both single and multi-volume systems, as well as other useful tools (e.g. parameter estimation and parameter sweep application) for the automatic analysis of systems dynamics under different conditions. In
the following, we present how several features of BioSimWare can be suitably adopted
to face some of the most relevant questions concerning the computational investigation
of biological systems.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next three sections we deal with the
theoretical issues that stand at the basis of BioSimWare. In particular, in Section 2
we present the P systems-based modeling approach, while in Section 3 we describe
the stochastic simulation algorithms that have been implemented for single and multivolume systems. The available analysis tools are discussed in Section 4 where, in particular, we show how the problem of parameter estimation for stochastic systems can
be faced with the use of (population-based) optimization methods, and then present the
parameter sweep technique. Afterwards, in Section 5 we discuss some examples of applications of BioSimWare for the modeling and analysis of various biological dynamics,
as bistability, stiffness, oscillations, and so on. Section 6 concludes the paper with some
final remarks on the simulation environment.

2

Modeling Biological Systems with Stochastic P Systems

In this section, we describe the modeling approach used in BioSimWare, by presenting the feature of compartmentalization and the description of reactions and molecular
species. We refer then to Section 5 for some practical examples of biological models
that have been studied with BioSimWare, and a more detailed discussion of this topic.
2.1

Compartmentalization

In BioSimWare the question of space is handled by providing the definition of a “compartmental geometry”, whereby space is divided into different regions, or volumes, with

no superimpositions between one another. Each volume can correspond to a real cellular
compartment (i.e. the cytoplasm, the nucleus, the mitochondria, etc.), or can represent
a “virtual” compartment, a concept that can be exploited to model specific aspects of a
biological system. For instance, virtual volumes might be used to describe the diffusion
of a molecular species, and they are needed because no geometrical properties (given by
a system of coordinates) are defined in BioSimWare for the compartmentalized spaces.
Adjacent (real or virtual) volumes can communicate with each other, thus mimicking the passage of chemicals through a cellular membrane or, as just stated, their diffusion within space. Moreover, each volume in the compartmentalized space is assumed
to satisfy the conditions stated at the beginning of Section 3.1.
As BioSimWare has been used not only for the modeling of cellular processes, but
also for ecological systems, and might as well be applied to any other generic biochemical systems, we highlight here that the concept of volume can be extended to represent
other different types of compartments. For instance, in the study of metapopulation
systems – which are ecological models describing the interactions and the behavior of
populations living in fragmented habitats – the compartments represent the patches (i.e.
areas) where individuals of a population live, grow and interact with other individuals
(see [7,3]).
2.2

Species and Reactions

After the definition of the compartmentalized geometry, the biological system is modeled by the definition of a set of molecular species and a set of chemical reactions inside
each volume.
Molecular species can be either “elementary” chemicals, or “molecular complexes”
formed by the interaction of other (elementary or complex) species.
The interaction between chemicals is described by using the formalism of biochemical reactions, that is, reactions have the general form α1 S1 + α2 S2 + · · · + αk Sk →
β1 S1 + β2 S2 + · · · + βk Sk , where S1 , . . . , Sk are distinct molecular species, and
α1 , . . . , αk , β1 , . . . , βk ∈ N (with some αi , βi possibly equal to zero) represent the
stoichiometric coefficients. In other terms, a reaction of this type represent the interaction between α1 copies of species S1 , . . . , αk copies of species Sk (called the reagents),
which produces β1 copies of species S1 , . . . , βk copies of species Sk (called the products). Actually, in the modeling of real biological systems, reaction of second-order,
at most, should be defined, that is, no more than two copies of the same or different
molecular species can appear as reagents. The rational behind this is that the simultaneous collision and chemical interaction of more than three molecules at a time, has a
probability to occur close to zero in real biochemical systems.
According to the definition of the stochastic algorithms used to simulate the biological systems modeled with BioSimWare (see Section 3), each reaction is also characterized by a numerical factor, i.e. a stochastic constant, that expresses the chemical
and physical characteristics of that molecular interaction. Note that, in order not to violate the correctness of the simulation algorithms, the reactions cannot have any other
form than the one given above. For instance, reactions that describe a signal transduction event through a cellular membrane, and which have as reagents some chemical

belonging to an external compartment and some other chemical belonging to an internal compartment, should be transformed into an opportune sequence of legal reactions
if one wants to execute the standard form of stochastic simulation algorithms.
Particular attention is also to be taken when dealing with “communication reactions”, which are the reactions that allow to move chemicals among the various volumes occurring in the model (e.g. diffusion events). In BioSimWare, this aspect is implemented by attaching a destination target to each communication reaction, specifying
the volume to with its products should be sent, as it is done in the definition of classical
P systems. The communicated chemicals will then be considered as belonging to the
target volume only at the end of the simulation step, as better described in Section 3.2
(see also [4,14]).

3

Stochastic Simulations Algorithms for Single and Multi-Volume
Systems

Several stochastic algorithms are implemented in BioSimWare and can be chosen for
the simulation of the dynamics of single and multi-volume systems. These includes SSA
[25], tau leaping [11], adaptive tau leaping [12], DPP [56], τ -DPP [13] and Sτ -DPP
[15]. In this section, we briefly review some of the methods available with BioSimWare
for both single (Sections 3.1) and multi-volume systems (Section 3.2).
3.1

Single-Volume Stochastic Simulation Algorithms

The stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA) allows to generate an exact reproduction of
the temporal evolution of biochemical systems [24,25]. In order to guarantee its exactness – i.e. the logical equivalence to the Chemical Master Equation – some necessary
conditions for the application of SSA have to be satisfied: (i) the system must be contained within a single volume, whose physical conditions (pressure, temperature, etc.)
are assumed to remain constant during the simulation – that is, the volume cannot shrink
or increase, nor divide into other volumes, and no experimental variations are assumed
to be done during the simulation; (ii) the molecular species are considered uniformly
distributed inside the volume – that is, the volume is assumed to be well-mixed. The
amount of each molecular species is represented by the copy number of molecules;
(iii) molecular species can interact each other according to a given set of chemical reactions, each one specified with by a stoichiometric relationship between reactants and
products. Each reaction is also characterized by a stochastic constant (whose unit of
measurement is t−1 ) that reflects the physical and chemical properties of the species
involved in that reaction, under the experimental conditions fixed for the system.
At each time step of the simulation, the state of the system is represented by a state
vector whose elements correspond to the amount of each molecular species occurring
in the system. The state vector, together with the stochastic constants of reactions, is
used to compute the probability for each reaction to occur in the system (this is called
the propensity function of the reaction). When a reaction event occurs in the system, the
state vector is updated by removing the reactants that have been consumed and adding
the products that have been produced. So doing, the state vector changes from time to

time, and the propensity functions of reactions vary accordingly. In [25] it is shown
how to evaluate, during each iterative step of the algorithm, the current time increment
τ and the index µ of the reaction that will be executed during τ . By iteratively finding
τ and µ, SSA performs a sequential description of the behavior of the system, meaning
that at each time increment only one reaction event can occur. This can result in a huge
computational burden, making therefore hard to efficiently simulate real cases of large
biochemical systems.
In order to speed up stochastic simulations, in [26] it was introduced a SSA-based
algorithm, called (explicit) tau leaping. With this method, instead of describing the
dynamics of the system by tracing every single reaction event, a time increment τ is
computed and a certain number of reactions are selected and executed in parallel. In
this case, the obtained behavior of the chemical system is not exact, though the approximation error can be controlled by opportunely setting some parameters (see [11] for
more details).
Several different versions of the tau leaping algorithm have been proposed, aimed
at improving the procedure to compute the τ value and to select the reactions to be applied during the current step. In BioSimWare, we have implemented the version defined
in [11], where a good approximation of the system dynamics and the computational
speedup are guaranteed by: (i) the “leap condition”, a condition used to uniformly
bound the changes in the propensity functions of the reactions during each step; (ii)
the division of reactions into “critical” and “non-critical” reactions, which avoid the
possibility of generating state vectors with negative molecular populations (that might
be due to the application of a number of reactions greater than the number of necessary reagent molecules currently present inside the volume). A full description of the
functioning and settings of tau leaping algorithm can be found in [11].
Some variants of tau leaping have also be presented to account for the phenomenon
of stiffness in biochemical systems [29,27]. Stiff systems are characterized by the presence of widely varying timescales, that is, reactions with fast and slow timescales –
with the fastest dynamical modes being stable. Indeed, many cellular systems consist
of a mixture of fast reactions, which occur very frequently, and of slow reactions, which
occur only rarely. The problem of stiffness is well known for ODEs, whereby much effort has been devoted to overcome the computational problems that stiff ODEs pose, as
such equations arise in many practical contexts. Stiffness also impacts the performance
of both SSA and tau leaping algorithm. When simulating stiff systems, the SSA will
spend most of the time in executing the fast reactions, one at a time; though, as the majority of the fast reactions are usually not as important as the slow ones (see the example
given in Section 5.3), then the simulation will proceed very slowly. The same problem
arises with tau leaping, since the selection procedure of the time steps – that assures the
accurateness of the algorithm – is restricts to the timescale of the fastest reactions, thus
generating unnecessarily small step sizes.
To overcome these limits, other variants of stochastic simulation algorithms have
been developed for simulating stiff chemical systems: the implicit tau leaping algorithm
[61] (which mirrors the implicit Euler method in ODE theory), the slow-scale SSA [10]
(in which the fast reactions are skipped over), and the adaptive explicit-implicit tau
leaping algorithm [12]. BioSimWare implements the adaptive algorithm, that is based

on an opportune strategy that identifies stiffness and automatically switches between
the explicit and the implicit selection methods of time steps in tau leaping, therefore
achieving much better efficiency than other simulation methods.
3.2

Multi-Volume Stochastic Simulation Algorithms

As stated above, the definition of standard stochastic simulation algorithms only holds
for biochemical systems enclosed in a single volume. In order to overcome this limitation, novel approaches have been recently introduced. For instance, to simulate systems
with spatial heterogeneity (i.e. non uniform distribution of chemicals), the next subvolume method [22] or the binomial τ -leap spatial stochastic simulation algorithm [43]
can be used (see also [14] for a more detailed state of the art). These methods work
by dividing the volume of the system into separated subvolumes, each one taken small
enough to be considered well-mixed. So doing, the requisites for SSA are satisfied, and
both the evaluation of propensity functions and the diffusion processes occurring inside every single subvolume can be handled. Another limitation consists in the fact that
the size of chemicals – or the fact that their amount can arbitrarily increase because
of iterated application of some reactions – is not usually considered when performing stochastic simulations of the dynamics of biochemical systems. To face these two
questions, spatiality and the size of chemicals in stochastic simulation algorithms, in
BioSimWare we have implemented two procedures, τ -DPP and Sτ -DPP, respectively,
that are hereby presented.
τ -DPP. τ -DPP [13] is an algorithm based on the tau leaping procedure, that enables
the simulation of the dynamics of multi-volume systems, where every volume is defined
under the usual SSA conditions. The distinct volumes can be arranged according to a
specified hierarchy (e.g., a membrane structure), under the additional assumption that
the topological structure and the volume dimensions do not change during the system
evolution. Inside each volume, two different types of reaction can be defined: (1) internal reactions correspond to the classical biochemical reactions that modify the chemicals “inside” the volume where they take place; (2) communication reactions are used
to send the chemicals from the volume where they are executed towards an adjacent volume. Both types of reactions have the form given in Section 2.2, and are characterized
by a stochastic constant.
The temporal evolution of the whole system is generated by letting all volumes
evolve in parallel, and by using the following strategy for the choice of time steps. At
each iteration of the τ -DPP algorithm, we consider the state vector of each volume, and
we calculate a time increment in each volume independently from the others, according
to the standard tau leaping algorithm. Then, the smallest time increment among all
volumes is selected and used to evaluate the next-step evolution of the entire system.
Since all volumes locally evolve according to the same time increment, τ -DPP is able
to correctly work out the global dynamics of the multi-volume system, without causing
any troubles in the time increment procedure within distinct volumes. In other words,
we let all volumes proceed along a common timeline, therefore avoiding paradoxical
situations where one volume will execute reactions that take place in the future or in
the past time of another volume. Moreover, by adopting this procedure, the simulated

evolutions of all volumes get synchronized at the end of each iterative step. This also
guarantees that the communication of chemicals among adjacent volumes is correctly
simulated. A more detailed description of τ -DPP algorithm can be found in [13,4].
Sτ -DPP. Sτ -DPP [15] is a variant of τ -DPP that allows to characterize biochemical
systems by adding appropriate “measures”, which represent the size of volumes and of
the different molecular species within each volume. These measures are useful to avoid
a possible infinite accumulation of chemicals inside a compartment, which might represent a relevant feature in the modeling of some real biochemical system. In Sτ -DPP,
the topological organization of the volumes is described by means of hybrid membrane
structures, where tree-like membrane structures [54] can be embedded into tissue-like
membrane structures [44]. The communication of chemicals among volumes does not
necessarily pertains only to adjacent volumes – as in classical membrane structures – but
can be arbitrarily defined. This characteristic of Sτ -DPP takes inspiration from specific
components of living cells, the so-called microtubules [59], with the aim of reproducing their role as intracellular “highways” for the transport of some cellular components
such as vesicles and proteins. The simulation of the dynamics of the modeled system is
then performed by applying the same strategy defined for τ -DPP, with an additional requirement on the application of reactions: the execution of a tossed reaction is allowed
only if the production of chemicals does not exceed the available size of “free volumes”
occurring in the current state.

4

Tools for The Analysis of Stochastic Simulations

Computational investigations of biological systems require the knowledge of many numerical factors, like the concentrations of molecular species and the values of reaction
rates (molecular amount and stochastic constant, respectively, in a discrete stochastic
context), which represent an indispensable quantitative information to perform an analysis of the system behavior. Unfortunately, the experimental values of these factors are
usually not available, since carrying out their measurements in vivo can be sometimes
tangling or even impossible [63]. In a few cases, the values of some parameters can
be assumed by fitting a mathematical derived dynamics against the concentration time
series that result from in vitro measurements. In general, anyway, the lack and the inaccuracy of these information cause the problem of assigning the correct values to all
parameters, in order to reproduce the expected dynamics in the best possible way. As
an example, in Figure 1, left side, we show how different values of one parameter can
result in pretty distinct dynamics, some of which are very far from the expected (target)
dynamics.
In this section we discuss about the necessity of automatic tools for the analysis of
the dynamics of a biological system and we focus, in particular, on the problems related
to the choice of parameters. In this context, we present two methodologies developed in
BioSimWare, called parameter estimation (PE, discussed in Section 4.1) and parameter
sweep application (PSA, discussed in Section 4.2). Optimization methods can be used
to tackle the calibration problem of PE, by minimizing a cost function which quantitatively defines how good is the system behavior obtained by using some predicted

Figure 1. Left side: Comparison between a target dynamics and some generated dynamics using
different values of one parameter. Right side: Comparison between the best estimated stochastic
dynamics and the target dynamics.

values of the parameters, with respect to the actual experimental dynamics (see [47,63]
and references therein). In addition, once that the calibration of the parameters has been
carried out, it might be interesting to study the effects that different combinations of
parameters values can cause. This issue can be faced by means of PSA, an analysis
method suitable to the exploration of very large and complex research spaces. Other
analysis tools that are currently under development in BioSimWare are finally sketched
(Section 4.3).
4.1

Parameter Estimation

The peculiarity of our parameter estimation (PE) approach that we describe hereby is
that it embeds the (forward) problem of performing stochastic simulations of a system
dynamics, into the (inverse) problem of estimating its unknown parameters. This leads
to the development of a method that exploits the outcome of stochastic simulation algorithms to effectively define the fitness function used by the optimization techniques
here investigated. To explain this, in Figure 1, right side, we show an example comparing an experimental dynamics, and a stochastic dynamics generated with estimated
parameters. The graphic clearly shows that, when dealing with stochastic simulations,
appropriate methods have to be developed to correctly measure the “distance” between
the experimental and estimated curves, in order to take care of stochastic fluctuations.
In [6] we compared the performances of two different optimization algorithms, genetic
algorithms (GAs) [32] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) [36], for the problem of
PE. This choice was motivated by the fact that PE represents an example of dynamic
optimization problems, meaning that the fitness function may change during the iteration of the algorithm – more precisely, each individual can have slightly different fitness
values each time it is evaluated – and a number of contributions exist about the use of
GAs and PSO for this kind of problems (see, e.g., [42,35]). Both GAs and PSO formulations used for PE evolve individuals consisting of n-length vectors of floating point
numbers, where n is the number of stochastic constants to optimize (similar considerations hold for the optimization of the amounts of molecular species). In BioSimWare

different versions of these optimization techniques have been already implemented (all
details can be found in [6,14]).
Hereafter, we briefly present the definition of fitness function for stochastic systems
that can be used with GAs and PSO that are available in BioSimWare for the problem
of PE. An example of application of PE will then be given in Section 5.2.
Fitness Function. The definition of the fitness function is based on the consideration
that, in order to optimize the stochastic constants of a stochastic model, it is usual
to compare a given experimental outcome (hereby called the target dynamics) with
the estimated dynamic, that is generated by running a stochastic simulation algorithm
using the parameter values codified in the individuals of GAs or PSO. The fitness of
each individual will be evaluated by calculating the area between the target dynamics
(TD) and the estimated dynamics (ED) of each molecular species which has a known
behavior. To this aim, we have to manage some troublesome properties that are inherent
to stochastic simulations. In what follows, we assume that tau leaping method is used
to generate the ED – though similar considerations can be done for other stochastic
simulation algorithms – and that the (pseudo-experimental) TD is generated by means
of an ODEs solver.
Thus, the fitness function can be defined as follows. Let L ⊆ {1, . . . , M } be the
set of molecular species whose dynamics is experimentally known, t0 and tN the initial and final time instants of the given TD. We denote by x0l (t0 ), . . . , x0l (tN ) the TD
time series of species l, l ∈ L, and by xl (τ0 ), . . . , xl (τNe ) its ED time series, where
τ0 = t0 and τNe ∼
= tN . Note that, in general, all the time instants (except the initial
one) of the ED series will be distinct from those sampled in the TD series. This is due
to two reasons: (1) numerical integration methods for ODEs and stochastic simulation
algorithms use different time samplings (constant-step the first, random-step the second); (2) each simulation performed by means of tau leaping will generate a time series
that is (quantitative) different from any other simulation, even if starting from the same
initial conditions. In addition, considering a given ED, the time interval between any
couple of consecutive time instants of this series will be generally distinct from every
other time interval in the same series. As the evaluation of the fitness function requires
to determine the difference between the TD and the ED, we need to pick up couples
of values in TD and ED that correspond to the same time instant. Therefore, for each
e (filled circles in Figure 2), we consider the two
simulated time instant τi , i = 0, . . . , N
consecutive time instants in the TD series tj , tj+1 , j = 0, . . . , N − 1 (empty diamonds
in Figure 2), which satisfy the following conditions: (1) tj ≤ τi ≤ tj+1 ; (2) there exist
no other time instants t0j , t0j+1 , j = 0, . . . , N −1, such that tj ≤ t0j ≤ τi ≤ t0j+1 ≤ tj+1 .
Then, by performing a linear interpolation between the given TD series values x0l (tj )
and x0l (tj+1 ), we derive the element x0l (τi ) (filled squares in Figure 2) in the TD series
corresponding to the element xl (τi ) in the ED series, and we evaluate their distance,
|x0l (τi ) − xl (τi )|.
PZ
Finally, the fitness function is defined as f = Z1 z=1 fz , where Z is the total
number of independent runs of the tau leaping algorithm executed for each individual
of GAs and PSO, and fz is computed by summing up, for each simulated time instant τi
and for each molecular species l ∈ L, the areas of the trapezoids (thick lines in Figure 2)
having as basis the distances |x0l (τi ) − xl (τi )| and |x0l (τi+1 ) − xl (τi+1 )|, and as height

Figure 2. Area evaluation between TD and ED series for the fitness function.

the length of the time interval [τi , τi+1 ], that is: fz =
|x0l (τi+1 ) − xl (τi+1 )|)(τi+1 − τi ).
4.2

PNe −1 P
i=1

1
0
l∈L 2 (|xl (τi )−xl (τi )|+

Parameter Sweep

Parameter sweep application (PSA) is a very suitable method for the exploration of
the parameter space of biological systems. Indeed, real systems usually consists in a
large number of chemical species, which interact through many reactions, therefore
resulting in a research parameter space – constituted by all possible combinations of the
parameters values – that has a high number of dimensions. Moreover, the behavior of
dynamical systems is mainly influenced by the fixed initial conditions, i.e. the molecular
quantities and the value of stochastic constants – whereby different inputs can cause
different dynamics outcome. Therefore, to the aim of quantifying the influence of the
parameter values on the system dynamics, the exploration of such kind of research
spaces turns out to be a hard task, as it requires a huge number of simulations. PSA
represents one of the simplest techniques for facing this problem and, what’s more, it
can easily exploit high–throughput computing applications on parallel and distributed
architectures.
To be more precise, PSA works by comparing the dynamics resulting from a chosen
input setting with respect to a target dynamics, obtained by using a given parametrization. Hence, given the biological model to analyze, the first step consists in defining
the ranges and the distribution of the parameters values that will be perturbed during
the PSA, therefore in finding an efficient method to sample the multidimensional space.
In [48] this has been done by exploiting the quasi-random series [51], that allow to
uniformly cover the research space with few samples. The quality of each initial parameterization of the model is then measured by using an appropriate fitness function (as,
e.g., the one described in Section 4.1). Since each instance of a PSA – corresponding
to a simulation of the biochemical system – is independent from the others, the grid
computing framework constitutes a good solution to tackle the high computational cost
of this kind of application. Indeed, PSA can be executed by processing N independent
jobs (each with the same task specification, but with a different data set, i.e. the distinct
parameterizations) on M distributed computers (where N is, typically, much larger

than M ). In particular, in [48] PSA has been implemented to distribute a large number
of computations of τ -DPP on the EGEE grid framework [21]. As a case study, PSA
has been tested on a stochastic model of bacterial chemotaxis composed of 59 reactions
and 31 chemical species (a preliminary version of the updated model that is presented
in Section 5.4). In order to analyze the effect of parameter variation over the dynamics
of this system, we have performed a large number of simulations to explore the 59dimensional space of its stochastic constants, and considered the temporal evolution of
a pivotal protein (CheYp, see Section 5.4) as the target dynamics. The performance and
the results obtained from the different PSA that were implemented are discussed in details in [48], where the question of robustness and fragilities of the investigates system
is also discussed.
4.3

Other Analysis Tools

Other tools for the analysis of biological systems are currently under development in
BioSimWare. The first tool concerns the automatic analysis of steady states: our approach exploits GAs to optimize a frequency distribution (e.g. gaussian distribution) of
the values that a species undergoes during a simulation [2]. So doing, we can determine
the mean value of the steady state, the maximal and minimal values it assumes during
stochastic fluctuations, its duration in time, etc. This kind of investigation is particularly
interesting in case of systems showing bistability, whereby the dynamics can switch between two different steady states. In cases like this, we are interested in devising the
measures characterizing the different steady states (mean value, amplitude), as well as
the number of switches occurring during a fixed simulation time, the time spent in each
state, etc. In Section 5.1 we briefly present an example of a prototype bistable scheme,
the Schlögl system, in order to clarify the relevance of such issues.
The second tool concerns the application of sensitivity analysis (SA), which represents an indispensable technique to understand how much the variations of the model
parameters (e.g. molecular amounts or stochastic constants) impact on the variation of
the model outcome (see [65,64,57,31] and references therein). In other words, SA allows to measure the influence that the uncertainties occurring in the proposed model
will have on the uncertainty in the results of simulations; as such, the development of
SA tools will allow us to assess in a more accurate way the goodness of our models.
Moreover, the analysis of sensitivities can also reveal which are the model factors bringing about the most striking effects on the system behavior: this is a very significant issue
in the investigation of biological systems, since these factor can be assumed to be good
“control points” of the system dynamics. Therefore, SA can also provide help in the
design of ad hoc laboratory experiments.
The third tool that we are planning to develop concerns the reverse engineering
of the structure of system networks, that is a relevant problem in the case that only
scarce or partial information is available about the interaction of the system’s components (e.g. which proteins interact with a given protein, what is the exact temporal
cascade of protein-protein interactions, etc.). Our approach will consist in exploiting
a co-evolutionary system joining Genetic Programming [38] for the inference of the
structure, and an optimization technique (as GAs or PSO) for the concurrent estimation
of the system parameters.

5

Applications

BioSimWare has been exploited for the investigation of many biological systems, characterized by different levels of complexity in terms of the structure of the model and
of its related dynamical behaviors. At the level of single cells we have investigated
several cellular pathways, such as the Ras/cAMP/PKA pathway in yeast [16], bacterial
chemotaxis [5], the regulation mechanisms of the bacterial second messenger c-di-GMP
[1]. At the level of population of cells, we have proposed a preliminary study for the
synthetic genetic oscillator called Repressilator, coupled with a quorum sensing communication mechanism in bacterial colonies [4]. At the level of ecosystems, we have
analyzed several aspects of metapopulations [7,3]. In the following sections, we present
a few examples of applications of BioSimWare, which highlight some of the relevant
issues of modeling, simulation and analysis discussed above.
5.1

The Schlögl System

In this section we present one of the simplest prototype chemical system that presents
a bistable dynamical behavior, the Schlögl system [72,75]. Bistability is a capacity exhibited by many biological systems, consisting in the possibility of switching between
two different stable steady states in response to some chemical signaling (see, e.g.,
[18,58,74] and references therein). The Schlögl system consists of 4 chemical reactions and 3 molecular species: r1 : A + 2X → 3X, r2 : 3X → A + 2X, r3 : B →
3X, r4 : X → B, where A, B are chemical species given as input and always kept
at a constant amount, while X is the species that exhibits the bistable behavior. The
values of stochastic parameters used for the simulations presented in this section are:
A = 1·105 , B = 2·105 , X = 250, c1 = 3·10−7 , c2 = 1·10−4 , c3 = 1·10−3 , c4 = 3.5.

Figure 3. Left side: multiple switches between the upper and lower steady states in the Schlögl
system. Right side: frequency of molecules X related to the simulation given in the left side
graphic.

In Figure 3, left side, we show a simulation of the Schlögl system where four
switches between the upper and lower stable states have occurred. On the right side,
we plot the frequency distribution of the values that species X assumes in the left side

simulation: the graphic clearly show the bimodal behavior of the system, where the
peaks of distribution are centered on the medium values of the two steady states.
Bistable systems represent the most significant example in favour of stochastic modeling with respect to classical deterministic approach based on ODEs. Indeed, in cases
like this the modeling with ODEs is not adequate, since it cannot capture the possibility
of having random switches between the two stable steady state. As a matter of fact, in
Figure 4 we compare one deterministic simulation (plain line) against four independent
stochastic simulations of the Schlögl system (line and points). All dynamics were generated by considering the same initial conditions (the correspondence between stochastic
and deterministic parameters has been determined by considering the formula given in
[25], and assuming a volume V = 1.667 · 10−17 l. The graphic clearly shows that, starting from a given condition, the deterministic approach can only reach one of the two
steady state, while stochastic simulations are able to represent the two possible behavior
of this bistable system.

Figure 4. Comparison between deterministic (ODE numerical integration) and stochastic simulations (4 independent runs) of the Schlögl system.

5.2

The Brussellator

The Brussellator is a simplified scheme for the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction, a family of inorganic redox reaction systems that exhibit macroscopic temporal oscillations
and spatial patterns formation. This theoretical scheme is recognized as the prototype
of nonlinear oscillating (open and well-stirred) systems, and well represents the significance and the variety of complex rhythms occurring in many biological systems. With
respect to the formulation of the Brussellator given in [71], here we consider a description that leaves out the presence of two chemical products, since they are not directly
involved in the formation of the oscillating limit cycle. Thus, we assume the following
set of reactions: r1 : A → X, r2 : B +X → Y, r3 : 2X +Y → 3X, r4 : X → λ, where
A, B are two chemicals that are given as input and always kept at a constant amount,

X, Y are the intermediate product chemicals that exhibit oscillations, and λ represents
the degradation of species X.
In Figure 5 we show how different values of the stochastic constants can lead to distinct dynamics for this simple system: the graphic on the left is characterized by regular
oscillations, the one in the middle by initial oscillations that get rapidly damped (this
behavior is obtained by a slight variation in the value of constant c2 , with respect to
the previous outcome), the one on the right shows a random behavior, that is intermediate among the presence and the absence of oscillations (this behavior is obtained by
varying the value of constant c4 , with respect to the first outcome). The exact values of
constants c1 , . . . , c4 used to generate each dynamic are reported in the caption of Figure
5, while the initial amounts of molecules are A = X = 200, B = 600 and Y = 300
for all simulations.

Figure 5. Different dynamics of the Brussellator (thick line: species X, thin line: species Y ).
Values of stochastic constants: (left) c1 = 1, c2 = 5 · 10−3 , c3 = 2.5 · 10−5 , c4 = 1.5; (middle)
c1 = 1, c2 = 3.25 · 10−3 , c3 = 2.5 · 10−5 , c4 = 1.5; (right) c1 = 1, c2 = 5 · 10−3 , c3 =
2.5 · 10−5 , c4 = 1.5 · 10−1 .

Figure 6. Result of parameter estimation for the oscillating dynamics of the Brussellator. Left
side: comparison between target and estimated dynamics. Right side: Average Best Fitness
against fitness evaluations.

In Figure 6 we show the results of the application of the PE method described in
Section 4.1 to the Brussellator dynamics with oscillating regime, over one period of

oscillation. On the left side, we compare the target dynamics – here generated by means
of a transformation of the Brussellator in corresponding ODEs formulation – with an
estimated dynamics, which has been generated considering the best solution found by
PSO (the best solution corresponds to these estimated constants: c1 = 1.23966, c2 =
0.00634, c3 = 4.37171 · 10−5 , c4 = 2.71063). On the right side, we report the Average
Best Fitness (ABF) against fitness evaluations for the implementation of GA and of the
two variants of PSO that we have used for PE. Note that, given that it is unlike to obtain a
fitness equal to zero because of stochastic fluctuations, a run of each tested optimization
methods has been considered successful if at least one individual has been found with a
fitness value smaller than 1.1 · f , where f is the best fitness value obtained among any
one of the three methods and any one of its executed runs (50 in this example). We refer
to [5] for further details and other examples of PE for simple biochemical systems.
5.3

Stiff Systems

In this section we show how the performance of stochastic simulation algorithms highly
varies when dealing with the problem of stiffness. In particular, we compare SSA, tau
leaping and adaptive tau leaping with respect to the average number of steps and to
the execution time. To this aim, we consider a simple stiff system, the decaying dimerization (DD) model [28,12], which consists of 4 reactions and 3 molecular species:
r1 : S1 → λ, r2 : S1 + S1 → S2 , r3 : S2 → S1 + S1 , r4 : S2 → S3 . The system models the irreversible isomerization (or decay) of species S1 , coupled with the
reversible formation of complex S2 (which mimics the dimerization of S1 ), that can in
turn be converted into the stable species S3 . If the values of constants c2 , c3 are sufficiently large, then the decaying of S1 through reaction r1 is superimposed on the fast
reversible dimerization given by reactions r2 , r3 . The values of stochastic constants and
of initial molecular amounts for the simulations presented below have been chosen so
that the reversible reactions r2 , r3 are close to partial equilibrium (besides the initial
steps), and they are: c1 = 1, c2 = 10, c3 = 1000, c4 = 0.1, S1 = 10000, S2 = S3 = 0.
In Figure 7 we show the dynamics of DD system obtained, under identical conditions, by means of SSA (top left), tau leaping (top right), adaptive tau leaping (bottom
left), as well as the superimposition of these three dynamics (bottom right). As graphics
show, all simulations have generated the same behavior for all molecular species. In
particular, we can see that the initial population of S1 immediately drops down because
of reaction r1 , along with the rapid burst in the amount of S2 due to the application
of the concurrent reaction r2 . Thereafter, the unstable species S1 , S2 start to be slowly
depleted by the application of (slow) reactions r1 , r4 , respectively, while the population of S3 slowly increases, thus turning the initial population of unstable S1 molecules
into a final population of stable S3 molecules. The top graphics in Figure 7 also show
the effect of slow and fast reactions during the execution of SSA and tau leaping algorithms: the simulation of the dynamics of species S1 and S2 requires a huge number
of applications of the fast reactions r2 , r3 – which highlight the considerable stochastic
fluctuations occurring in the dynamics of these species – but, as a consequence, turn
out in a reduced performance of these two algorithms. If we are interested in efficiently
capturing the dynamics of the most significant species in the DD model, i.e. S3 , without
loosing computation time in simulating the exact dynamics of S1 , S2 , then adaptive tau

Figure 7. Dynamics of the stiff decaying dimerization model (see text).

leaping should be used (bottom left), since it can more appropriately choose the length
of simulation steps, therefore greatly enhancing its performance and, at the same time,
resulting in dynamics that are very well comparable with the other algorithms (bottom
right).
In Table 1 we compare the average number of steps and the execution times of
the simulation of DD model, evaluated over 10000 executions of SSA, tau leaping and
adaptive tau leaping. All the simulations have been performed using a Personal Computer with an Intel Core2 duo CPU (2.66 GHz) running Linux (Ubuntu 9.10). The table
clearly shows that, if compared with respect to average number of executed steps, tau
leaping is around 20-fold faster than SSA, and adaptive tau leaping is around 100-fold
faster than tau leaping for this stiff system.
Table 1. Comparison of average number of steps and execution times between SSA, tau leaping
and adaptive algorithm of the DD model.
SSA
average number of steps 2.46 · 107
total execution time

175h 1m

tau leaping adaptive tau leaping
1 · 106

945

11h 47m

1m 51s

5.4

Bacterial Chemotaxis

Chemotaxis is an efficient signal transduction pathway, tightly regulated by feedback
mechanisms, that allows bacterial cells to move in ever-changing environments in response to concentration gradients of attractants and repellents. The binding of ligand
molecules to the chemotactic transmembrane receptors triggers a cascade of proteinprotein interactions, which eventually influence the cytoplasmic amount of the phosphorylated form of a pivotal protein, CheY. CheYp rapidly diffuses through the cytoplasm
and induces the rotations of flagella: if CheYp interacts with the proteins of the flagellar
motor, then a clockwise (CW) rotation occurs, otherwise the flagellum will rotate counterclockwise (CCW). When the flagella are turning CW, they are uncoordinated and the
bacterium performs a tumbling movement, while if all flagella are turning CCW, then
they get coordinated in a bundle, thus allowing the bacterium to swim directionally with
a running movement (see Figure 8).

Figure 8. Tumbling (left side) and running (right side) motions of bacterial cells after coordination of flagella.

When they move in a homogeneous environment, bacteria usually perform random walks by alternating rapid tumblings with short runnings, which are determined
by a high switch frequency of CW and CCW rotations of flagella. On the contrary, in
the presence of a ligand concentration gradient, bacteria carry out longer directional
swimming toward/against the attractants/repellents, by reducing the switch frequency
of flagella rotations. Anyway, if the ligand concentration remains constant in time, then
the switch frequency is reset to the prestimulus level: the cell is able to realize an adaptation of its chemotactic response to the external variations of ligand concentration. So
doing, bacteria can efficiently sample and adapt to the continuous mutations in their
surroundings.
At the molecular level, this complex chemotactic response is governed by the (de)phosphorylation and (de)methylation of several transmembrane and cytoplasmic proteins, whose genetic regulation and biochemical functions have been well characterized
[73]. Based on these data, in [5] we have defined a mechanistic model of the chemosensory system of E. coli bacteria, in response to attractant chemicals, consisting of 32
molecular species and 62 reactions, which accounts for all protein-protein interactions
and the feedback control mechanisms regulating the pathway. Stochastic simulations
have been performed with BioSimWare to analyze the temporal evolution of CheYp under different conditions, such as the deletion of other proteins involved in the pathway,

the addition of distinct amounts of external ligand, and the effect of different methylation states (see [5] for a complete presentation of the model and simulation results).
In Figure 9 we show a typical dynamics of CheYp in response to the simulated
addition of two consecutive amounts of external ligand: starting from the steady state
level of CheYp, the cell receives a first stimulus corresponding to a ligand amount of
100 molecules, added to the system at time t = 3000 sec and removed at time t = 6000
sec, and then a second stimulus corresponding to a ligand amount of 500 molecules,
added at time t = 9000 sec and removed at time t = 12000 sec.

Figure 9. Dynamics of CheYp: adaptation response to two consecutive stimuli.

The results obtained through stochastic simulations have been exploited to investigate the possible effects that stochastic fluctuations of CheYp might have on the synchronization of flagella. In particular, we have focused on the analysis of the mean
time periods during which the cell performs a running or a tumbling motion, as well
as the time of adaptation to environmental changes, with respect to a varying number
of flagella. This analysis has been carried out by using an automatic procedure that we
defined to measure the time intervals of CW and CCW rotations of each flagellum. To
distinguish between CW and CCW rotations, we assume that each flagellum is sensitive to a threshold level of CheYp, that is evaluated as the mean value (µ) of CheYp at
steady state (see Figure 10, left side). Because of stochastic fluctuations, the amount of
CheYp will randomly switch from below to above this value, thus reversing the rotation
from CCW (value of CheYp below the threshold) to CW (value of CheYp above the
threshold) rotations of each flagellum.
Then, to identify the periods of running motion, we determine the time intervals during which all flagella are rotating CCW. Similar considerations have been adopted for
the analysis of tumbling motions and adaptation times. This analysis has been carried
out for an increasing number n of bacterial flagella, with n = 1, . . . , 10 (a typical E. coli
cell possesses around half a dozen flagella). According to biological expectations, the
analysis we performed in [5] on the effect of stochastic fluctuations have shown that: (i)
the running-to-tumbling ratio decreases as n increases – this highlights the role of the
number of flagella in the individual cell, and the necessity of their synchronization for

Figure 10. Left side: determination of time intervals of CCW and CW rotation of the single
flagellum (“true” and “false” values, respectively, in the bottom part of the graphic) with respect
to the fixed threshold µ of CheYp (top part of the graphic). Right side: synchronization of running
motion between two different flagella (s1 , s2 represent the time intervals of CCW rotation for
flagellum 1 and 2, respectively).

a proper chemotactic behavior; (ii) the adaptation time does not depend strongly on the
value of n in individual cells – this guarantees an appropriate adaptation mechanism,
independently from phenotypic variations among distinct individual cells in a bacterial
colony.
As a further extension of this work, other relevant aspects of bacterial chemotaxis
are currently under investigation by our group. The first aspect concerns the extension
of the model to include the interactions between CheYp and the proteins of the flagellar
motor (in particular, FliM). In E. coli, a typical flagellar ring contains 34 copies of FliM,
each of which can bind one copy of CheYp, therefore modifying the displacement of
the other proteins of the flagellar motor and modulating the switch state of the flagellum [20]. In [67], in addition, it is proposed that the number of CheYp molecules bound
to FliM can determine the probability of CW or CCW rotation. Therefore, interesting
questions related to stochastic fluctuations of CheYp and its interaction with the flagellar motor, that might be coupled with the investigation on the number of cellular flagella,
are the following: how many FliM proteins at each flagellar motor have to be occupied
by CheYp in order to generate the CW rotation [9]? What is the corresponding probability of throwing the reversal switch? Can a double-threshold crossing mechanism [9]
be more suitable than the single-threshold hypothesis to effectively detect the CW and
CCW rotational states?
The second aspect concerns the presence of a cytoplasmic gradient of CheYp, when
diffusing from the area where it is phosphorylated (close to the chemotactic receptors)
to the area of its activity (close to flagella) [41]. Its spatial localization, together with
the localization of the protein that dephosphorylates CheYp and of flagella, might have
a significant role in chemotaxis that is worth including in our modeling approach. The
idea is to appropriately split the bacterial volume into “slices”, modeled by communicating virtual volumes, which will allow to follow the diffusion of CheYp throughout
the whole volume. So doing, the virtual volumes containing a flagellar motor, will be
exposed to a local amount of CheYp that will be generally different from other local
amounts in the adjacent virtual volumes. The analysis of flagella synchronization will

be performed to see whether significative changes to running, tumbling or adaptation
times occur in the condition of CheYp diffusion.
5.5

Simulation of Fredkin Circuits by Chemical Reaction Systems

In this section we show how to simulate the functioning of logic gates and circuits,
by exploiting multi-volume systems where molecular species and chemical reactions
are used to perform computations. This is achieved by encoding boolean variables and
logic functions into chemicals and reactions, respectively, and then following the temporal evolution of the chemicals to generate the correct mapping of the corresponding
gate/circuit. The basic idea is to provide a “bottom-up” construction for the whole circuit, by using a single volume model to simulate each gate, and then opportunely connecting all the volumes such that the corresponding topology of the circuit is respected.
So doing, the simulations of the multi-volume system compute exactly the logical function codified by the circuit itself. In particular, we show here the simulation of Fredkin
gates and circuits.
The Fredkin gate is a boolean gate, whose map FG : {0, 1}3 → {0, 1}3 associates
input triple (αi , βi , γi ) to output triple (αo , βo , γo ) according to the formula: αo = αi ,
βo = (¬αi ∧ βi ) ∨ (αi ∧ γi ), γo = (αi ∧ βi ) ∨ (¬αi ∧ γi ) (see truth table in Figure 11).
The Fredkin gate behaves as a conditional switch (Figure 11, left side), where αi can
be considered a control line whose value determines whether the input values βi and γi
have to be exchanged or not: FG(1, βi , γi ) = (1, γi , βi ) and FG(0, βi , γi ) = (0, βi , γi )
for every βi , γi ∈ {0, 1}.

αi βi γi 7→ αo βo γo
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Figure 11. The Fredkin gate: its behavior as a conditional switch (left) and its truth table (right).

The simulation of the Fredkin gate can be done by defining two different types of
molecular species for each of its lines, one species representing the boolean value 0, the
other species the value 1. In particular, we use a, A for input αi and output αo on the
first line (here two different chemical species suffice, since the output bit is always equal
to the input bit on this line), b, B for input βi and d, D for output βo on the second line,
c, C for input γi and e, E for output γo on the third line (since these two lines implement
the logic switch, we need to distinguish among the 0 and 1 bits that are either given
as input or generated as output). All these chemicals are manipulated inside a single

volume by using 21 internal reactions: 6 input reactions, needed to produce the input
chemicals inside the volume, thus simulating the input bits that are given to the gate;
10 logical reactions, which describe how the output chemicals are produced whenever
the corresponding input chemicals appear inside the reaction volume (they simulate
the rows of the truth table); 5 degradation reactions, needed to avoid the simultaneous
presence of two conflicting species inside the volume, representing both the states 0
and 1 on the same gate line. This problem may arise in the case any further input is
given to the logic gate after the first one: in this case, a time delay elapses before the
corresponding output can be effectively generated – due to an average degradation time
before the reaction volume can be cleared out of the old input and output chemicals –
so that the new output chemicals can increase and produce the expected outcome. The
complete model of the Fredkin gate is reported in [40].
In Figure 12 we show two different simulations of the Fredkin gate, each one corresponding to two different input triples given at distinct time instants (see details in
the caption). On the left side, we can see that, according to the truth table of the
Fredkin gate, when the first input is received the corresponding output triple has to
be (αo , βo , γo ) = (0, 0, 1). Translated into molecular species, this output corresponds
to the chemicals d and E produced inside the volume: this is simulated by the linear
growth of these two species in the time interval t ∈ [0, 500]. At t = 500, when the
second input is given, the molecular species D starts to be produced. Therefore, the
system generates a configuration where some copies of both species d and D (values 0
and 1 on βo ) simultaneously occur inside the volume. To solve this contradiction, the
output species d and D for βo have to be degraded, along with the corresponding input
species b and B for βi . Once that all copies of species d are erased from the volume
(around t = 1000), the number of copies of species D increases, thus generating the
correct second output for the second line. Similar considerations can be done for the
graphic shown on the right side of Figure 12, where an input that implements the logic
switch between the second and third lines is simulated.

Figure 12. Simulations of the Fredkin gate. Left side: output results for the first input
(αi , βi , γi ) = (0, 0, 1) at t = 0, and the second input (αi , βi , γi ) = (0, 1, 1) at t = 500.
Right side: output results for the first input (αi , βi , γi ) = (0, 0, 1) at t = 0, and the second input
(αi , βi , γi ) = (1, 0, 1) at t = 400.

We consider now the circuit depicted on the left side of Figure 13, consisting of three
Fredkin gates, structured into two layers (where we denote by x1 , . . . , x7 and y1 , . . . , y7
the input and output lines of the circuit, respectively). On the right side of this figure,
we also represent the tissue-like structure of τ -DPP that is used here to simulate the
entire circuit: we connect three reaction volumes (called F G1 , F G2 , F G3 ) in such a
way that the output chemicals of lines γo1 and αo2 of gates 1 and 2 in the first circuit layer
correspond to the input chemicals of lines αi3 and γi3 of gate 3, respectively (where the
superscripts on line names denote the number of the gate). Moreover, we consider an
additional reaction volume whose function is to collect all output species of each gate.

Figure 13. A Fredkin circuit with three gates and two layers (left) and its tissue-like representation
(right).

Each reaction volume F Gi corresponds to a single volume model describing a Fredkin gate, with the addition of communication reactions inside volumes F G1 , F G2 ,
F G3 in order to send the output chemicals coming from F G1 , F G2 , F G3 to the output
volume, and the output chemicals coming from F G1 and F G2 to volume F G3 . The
output volume contains only the degradation reactions which are needed to erase the
conflicting output chemicals whenever the input to the circuit is changed. The complete
model of the Fredkin circuit is reported in [40].
In Figure 14 we show a simulation of this Fredkin circuit, where the output chemicals are split into three distinct panels for a better comprehension of their temporal evolution. The circuit receives a first input (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 ) = (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)
at time t = 0, and then a second input (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 ) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0)
at time t = 500. These two inputs generate the two outputs (y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5 , y6 , y7 ) =
(1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0) and (y1 , y2 , y3 , y4 , y5 , y6 , y7 ) = (1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), respectively. Note
that in the latter case only the bits on lines y2 and y3 are changed. During the first time
interval t ∈ [0, 500], the output chemicals corresponding to the first input are first generated inside the three reaction volumes F G1 , F G2 and F G3 and then, by using the
communication reactions, all these output chemicals are collected in the output volume. At time t = 500 all lines of the circuit, except the first one, receive a different
bit: this change results in the variation of two output bits on the lines y2 and y3 , and
the corresponding production of two new output chemicals in reaction volumes F G1
and F G3 . The dynamics of these two output chemicals can be seen in the top and central panels, respectively, where it is apparent how the chemicals corresponding to the

Figure 14. Simulation of the Fredkin circuit: first input (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 ) =
(1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1) given at t = 0; second input (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 , x5 , x6 , x7 ) = (1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0)
given at t = 500.

output bits y2 = 1 and y3 = 0 start to increase as soon as their conflicting chemicals
(corresponding to the old output bits y2 = 0 and y3 = 1) are completely degraded.
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Conclusion

The detailed modeling and stochastic simulation of spatio-temporal cascades of molecular interactions is nowadays allowing the investigation of complex biological systems.
Several disciplines, such as computer science, mathematics, physics, molecular biology, biotechnology, and so on, are therefore getting challenged to devise theories or
measurement/analysis tools, that will provide the most appropriate combination of instruments to gain a deep understanding and a good control of biological systems. To
this aim, several simulation environments are continually developed, based on stochastic or deterministic approaches, considering either spatial issues or well-mixed volume
reactions, and providing different tools for the analysis of biological systems (see, e.g.,

[66,39]). In this context, BioSimWare represents one of the latest simulation environments, whose potentiality lies in the numerous tools that it makes available for the
stochastic investigation of various biological systems, characterized by different levels
of complexity, that can range from cellular processes to population phenomena and to
ecological systems.
BioSimWare can be run on single-processor personal computers (under Windows,
Linux and Mac operating systems), as well as on parallel architectures exploiting the
message passing interface (MPI) [50], or on distributed architectures such as grid.
Moreover, a further extension for graphic processing unit based on CUDA libraries
is currently under development. The software supports SBML format [33], and can also
automatically convert stochastic models into the corresponding deterministic formulation. Simulations of systems of ODEs can be performed by using different numerical integration algorithms, provided by the gnu scientific libraries (gsl) [30], such as
fourth order Runge-Kutta method. A preliminary version of a user-friendly interface
for BioSimWare has been developed by using Java language. Currently, the interface
supports the modeling and stochastic simulation of single volume systems by allowing: (1) the definition of the model through the data entry of reactions and parameters
(stochastic constants, molecular amounts, species whose amount has to be fixed during
the simulation, etc.); (2) the choice of the stochastic algorithm and of the simulation
setting (total simulation time, value of the control parameter for the accuracy of tau
leaping algorithm, etc.); (3) the creation and saving of the graphics corresponding to
the simulated dynamics for the chosen molecular species; (4) the import and export of
SBML files of the model (it supports version 1 and 2).
Some other technical specification of the software are hereby given. The simulation
algorithms, the numerical methods, the evolutionary techniques (GAs and PSO) and the
analysis tools are written using C language. In the implementation, the gsl have been
exploited for mathematical methods; moreover, the multi-volume stochastic algorithms
(τ -DPP and Sτ -DPP) use MPI to handle communication among volumes. BioSimWare
can be compiled and executed under Linux and Mac OS systems with the gcc compiler, and under Windows systems by installing cygwin which uses a gcc compiler.
BioSimWare is available for free download at http://bimib.disco.unimib.it/index.php/Software.
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